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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/13/16  

A temporary bounce as the Dollar limits gold and silver  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:06 AM (CT): 
GOLD +7.80, SILVER +11.00, PLATINUM +3.60  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global markets were unable to regain 
their footing overnight but the markets in Shanghai were able to buck the trend. 
The Asian session featured September Chinese trade balance data that 
disappointed the trade with a bigger than expected decline in exports as that in turn rekindles fears toward the 
global economy as a whole. The European session will be fairly quiet but will feature the latest reading on 
German inflation with their September CPI expected to hold steady at a +0.7% year-over-year rate. The North 
American schedule will start out with weekly initial jobless claims that are expected to post a modest increase 
from their previous 249,000 reading. In addition, September readings on export and import prices will be released. 
Philadelphia Fed President Harker will speak during midday US trading hours. Earnings announcement will 
include Delta Air Lines and Progressive Corporation before the Wall Street open while Infosys Limited reports 
after the close.  
 

GOLD / SILVER 
December gold has been able to extend its consolidation efforts this week just above the $1,250 level and it 
would seem like the bull camp enters the Thursday action in control in the wake of the disappointing Chinese 
trade figures. Apparently seeing weaker Chinese exports and a smaller trade surplus than expected rekindles 
uncertainty on the global economic front and that has funneled money away from stocks and toward gold and 
silver. Gold should see some support from overnight news that South African gold output declined by 8.2% in 
August over year ago levels. Like other commodity markets, the gold and silver markets showed little reaction to 
the FOMC Meeting Minutes release yesterday as the US Fed in September saw less growth which might have 
been supportive of metals, but seeing the Fed also mention that they feared losing credibility by delaying rate 
hikes gave the bear camp something to hold on to. Suggestions from Goldman that December gold might have to 
regain the $1,303 level to shift the tide away from the bear camp and word of declining US scrap gold prices are 
probably providing some headwinds to the bull camp today. In fact, with the rising Dollar "trend" extended this 
morning gold and silver will be facing several headwinds. Gold derivative holdings saw an insignificant 648 ounce 
build overnight while silver holdings saw an insignificant decline of 82,000 ounces on a base of 572.4 million 
ounces.  
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PLATINUM  
The platinum market clearly failed again on its charts yesterday but it has managed to hold above a key pivot 
point on the charts at $941. Apparently the lingering strike threat from the AMCU continues to be discounted in 
favor of weak charts and pressure from a strong Dollar. In fact with the slide on Wednesday, the January platinum 
contract fell down to the lowest price level since late February and therefore we have to leave the path of least 
resistance with the bear camp. Under the current mix of fundamentals, we aren't even sure if news of a strike 
would be able to spark a sustained reversal. On the other hand, the track record of South African mineworker 
negotiations would suggest a strike is more likely than not, especially since the latest threat pegs the potential 
strike date as October 24th.  
 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
While we give some credence to the $1,250 level as a consolidation support zone there has finally been a 
reversal of an eight day pattern of lower highs! Surprisingly the gold and silver markets are discounting strength in 
the Dollar today and that is something that gives the early rally action in gold some added credence. We did note 
a slight bounce in gold and silver in the wake of the US FOMC meeting minutes release yesterday as the trade 
saw those headlines as a sign that the Fed wasn't in a hurry to hike rates. All things considered we doubt that 
gold will be able to mount sustained gains today with the brunt of the buying probably coming from short covering 
and weak handed bargain hunting buying. Critical resistance and a potential pivot point into the close today is the 
200 day moving average at $1,264.50.  
 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/13/16  

Weak charts, higher $ & slowing fears from China lean bearish  
 

GENERAL: With weak action on the charts yesterday, it was clear that copper 
was knocked off balance by strength in the Dollar and from news of a higher 
Chilean copper production forecast for 2017. However, disappointing Chinese 
trade data this morning (lower Chinese exports dim world growth views) leaves 
the bear camp with plenty of ammunition today. However, if one drills down into 
the Chinese trade data the copper trade should find some support from news 
that January through September copper product imports rose by 12% over year ago levels. On the other hand, on 
a month over month basis Chinese copper product imports fell by 26% and therefore the "more recent" data might 
take precedence. While LME copper stocks posted another decline overnight and that extends a recent pattern of 
declines copper seems to have damaged it charts early on today and that might leave the path of least resistance 
pointing down.  
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MARKET IDEAS 
Until copper throws off this week's pattern of lower highs, equities show signs of newfound strength, the US Dollar 
relents or December copper shows the capacity to respect the 200 day moving average at $2.15 for a series of 
days, we have to leave the path of least resistance pointing downward. In fact, we assume the downward tilt until 
December copper manages a close back above $2.20. Apparently headline Chinese (net exports) trade data 
outshined Chinese copper product import data to start today as the December copper contract appears to be well 
into a lower track early on. Near term downside targeting is seen down at $2.1545 and then again down at 
$2.1475.  
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 Ten Years of Supply and Demand Tables 
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 All‐Time Contract High and Low Prices                
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Where else can you find this much information & analysis in one 
place? 
 

Only $20 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 

 
The 2017 Trading Guide will be shipping the first week of December 2016. 
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